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February 4, 2020 

 

Re: Steadfast, LLC  

 

Explanation of Incident 

 

 

Upon receipt of the corresponding Citation and in review of the facts, it has been determined that: 

 

• There was not a sample package with the number “1A4040100000006000004574.” According to our 

client’s records and the Metrc record, it has been found that said number is the source package 

number for the sample package “1A4040100000006000004575.”  

• In addition, according to the chain of custody documentation, referred in the Citation Notice, our 

client collected the sample package ending in “4575” for testing “CP” (cannabinoid profile) and “P” 

(chemical residue screen).  

• Steadfast, LLC recognizes that the chain of custody documentation was not adequate because it did 

not reference the source tag, ending in “4574,” or have enough clarity on the requested tests for each 

sample. However, Steadfast, LLC does not admit to the violation of performing the chemical residue 

screen in-house.  

• Instead, the chemical residue screen was outsourced to  on July 22, 2019, as reflected by 
Transfer Manifest 0000062110 with the Sample Tag 1A4050100000385000000437.  Afterward,  

 reported the chemical residue screen results in Metrc and our client attached its COA for said 

data to our client’s COA, for reporting to the client.  

• Therefore, Steadfast LLC respectfully believes that MRA can review and confirm this information 

through the Metrc record. 

 

 

In light of these findings, Steadfast, LLC contends that it did not perform a chemical residue screen during 

the time it was not approved to do so. However, Steadfast, LLC admits that it failed to adequately document 

the chain of custody as stated in full detail above. In order to expeditiously resolve this Citation, Steadfast, 

LLC will pay the full $4,000 fine in the MRA Citation. Steadfast, LLC does, however, request that MRA 

retain a record of Steadfast, LLC’s contention that it only failed to adequately document the chain of custody, 

and did not perform an unauthorized screening. Steadfast, LLC makes this request in the hope that the 

recording of these facts in the MRA record will mitigate any negative perceptions of Steadfast, LLC from 

this citation, that may adversely affect its applications for additional licenses.  

  


